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One would be hard pressed to find a decade that reflects Bellerose’s 
versatility better than the 90’s. Not to say we’re overly nostalgic but 
it just so happens that the eclecticism that made the 90’s such an 
interesting era also lies at the heart of what we do. While most will 
vividly remember grunge and the alternative, anti-conformist styles 
that came with it, the 90’s also brought the birth of casual chic and 
a re-emergence of preppy clothing. That’s exactly the type of contrast 
we’ve always loved playing with. 

In various subtle and not-so-subtle ways the decade left its mark 
on our Men’s FW 16 collection, which in itself has become increasingly 
clean, discreet and contemporary throughout the last couple of years, 
without losing any of the urban flair that has always been there. 

Bellerose mainstays such as our love for rich and noble knitwear, 
our wide range of casual chinos and our well known double faced 
sweatshirts are teamed up with exciting new elements such 
as the use of a boiled wool fabrics, several looser yet tapered pants, 
an exclusive suit capsule and the extensive use of subtle prints, 
only to be discovered when one looks closely. Bold graphics on shirts 
and sweatshirts are combined with trademark Bellerose staples such 
as camouflage body warmers and weatherproof fishtail parkas. 
Some of the definite eye catchers this season include a dark indigo blue 
vest with teddy lining, a spectacularly checked wool overcoat 
with cotton lining and a new range of chunky knit sweaters made 
from original Irish Donegal yarns. There’s a definite sense of change 
Wand renewal, without blindly running into unknown territory.

While feeling familiar and reliable as ever, the Bellerose collection 
for Men continues to challenge itself, pushing forward while never 
abandoning the brand’s DNA. 


